
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF FISH SCALES AND

Scientists have established that collagen derived from fish scales could be effective for various biomedical applications
such as wound healing. Scientists from Nanyang Technological University, Singapore (NTU Singapore) have
established that collagen derived from fish scales.

At elevated environmental Zn concentrations, the fraction of the total Zn body burden contained by the scales
increased. The results suggest that fish scales may play an important role in the metabolism and detoxification
of heavy metal pollutants. This suggests that fish scale-derived collagen has potential to be developed for use
in biomedical applications. Mixing models suggested crayfish were important food items for both small and
large chub at invaded sites. References Amini, R. One variety is traded as " sharklet ". The deep sea
hatchetfish has scales which reflect blue light The scales of a typical teleost fish, like this Atlantic herring , are
silvered Many teleost fish are covered with highly reflective scales which function as small mirrors and give
the appearance of silvered glass. This space contains collagen fibers. Heavy metals content and
microbiological quality of carp Cyprinus carpio L. Forming in the living dermis, the scutes produce a horny
outer layer, that is superficially similar to that of scales. The overall mirror effect is achieved with many small
reflectors, all oriented vertically. The highest accumulation of Ni and Zn was detected in ovary followed by
liver, gill and kidney of the fish. This spacing and height is consistent in the fast swimming sharks [31] Drag
reduction[ edit ] The riblets impede the cross-stream translation of the streamwise vortices in the viscous
sublayer. Fish scale-derived collagen patch promotes growth of blood and lymphatic vessels in vivo. The
relationship between metal uptake and calcification is discussed Sauer and Watabe,  Subsequently these cells
will differentiate in the area where the scale primordium will arise. The spacing between these riblets and their
height has been the subject of numerous experiments and has been a research topic. Nets at the Stations The
total length and weight of the sample fish were measured at the site and their scales, livers and gonad were
separated. Unlike the scales of fish, which are formed from the epidermis, scutes are formed in the lower
vascular layer of the skin and the epidermal element is only the top surface. Shariat,  As no strong correlation
was found between lead pollution level in the environment and that in fish scales, it was concluded that fish
scale is a weaker index for lead than for zinc. The scales with higher flexibility have a smaller base, and thus
are less rigidly attached to the stratum laxum. A significant difference at the level of 0. Throughout this
process, the basal cells of the epithelium form a delimiting layer, which is located in the upper part of the
mesenchyme. Acta Biomaterialia, ; DOI:  Metal bioaccumulation can apply to the entire organism, including
both metal adsorbed to surfaces or absorbed by the organism, or to specific tissue, it is usually expressed on a
weight dry or wet. A further complication for fish with bodies that are rounded in cross-section is that the
mirrors would be ineffective if laid flat on the skin, as they would fail to reflect horizontally. The lowest
concentration of lead was seen in muscle tissue of Liza aurata. Some jacks have a row of scutes following the
lateral line on either side. Coefficient Correlation and linear regression were calculated by Pearson method and
figure or curve of Hierarchical Cluster Analysis, using average linkage, Euclidian distance were drawn.
Placoid scales cannot grow in size, but rather more scales are added as the fish increases in size. Lien and
McKim predicted that skin surface area approaches and may even exceed that of the gills in fish weighing less
than 5 g. True ctenoid scales, where the spines on the scale are distinct structures. Also, amounts of lead and
zinc in the livers, scales and gonads tissues of the Cyprinus carpio are measured and a comparison is made
between the amounts measured in the sediments and those measured in the livers, gonads and scales of the
fish. Almost all fishes have a lateral line , a system of mechanoreceptors that detect water movements. Using
chemical modification, the NTU scientists were able to create water-soluble collagen from the fish scales,
opening up the possibility that this collagen could incorporate drugs and be successfully used to fabricate
wound dressings with superior healing potential. Stranai, M.


